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Appleseed Shoot October 19th and 20th! 100 Yard Rifle Range
will be in Use!

The 100 yard rifle range will be closed on Saturday and Sunday, October 19th and 20th. We will be hosting an
Appleseed Event both days. Please plan your range visits accordingly. All other ranges will be open with the
exception of the Pistol Bays on Saturday from 8 - 12 Noon (Steel Challenge Match).
To attend the Appleseed Event, register here:https://goappleseednow.org/?event=macon-ga-appleseed-october19-20-2019

Workday Results October 5th, 2019.
Thanks to Zim Ogburn, Mike Jones, Jeffrey Hickman, George Lucero, Ernie Campbell and other new
members who came out on short notice to put up the power pole that will service the lower property and the
pistol pits. An earth deck was prepared for the placement of the container we purchased for target and
equipment storage.
The disturbed area has been seeded with Winter Rye and the recent rain will help get it going. The large
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washed out hole in the entrance to the general purpose range has been filled with stone and looks solid. We
especially appreciate the members that brought out tractors and equipment to assist in completing these tasks. It
saves many labor hours.

Planning and Zoning Meeting Results
The project engineer and officers of the club, along with counsel, appeared at the August 12th hearing of the
Macon/Bibb Planning and Zoning Board. The anticipated opposition did not appear. Our 7 phase range
development plan has conditional use approval. There are no restrictions on our planned use of the property or
the improvements to the existing ranges.
https://mbpz.org/08-12-2019-hearing-results/

The New Pistol Pits
If you’ve driven over to the new Pistol Bays, you’ll see they are nearly completed. We’ve made lots of
improvements over the past month, after the grass came in strong. Four new carport type overhead covers were
installed, two in the entrance to each pit and crusher run was hauled in and spread over the roadway behind the
pits and extending down the hill on the road to the scale house.
We plan to test a new target stand system in Pit #1. We have ten units for testing. A base with a peg in the
center is placed inside a 16” deep piece of PVC pipe in the ground and two fitted posts are placed in each end to
which a piece of cardboard may be stapled. Your target can placed on the cardboard. Pictures illustrating their
use are seen below.
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We are not planning to place shooting benches at the pistol pits immediately. We are asking a couple of
members to prepare movable wooden tables such as have been provided at the general purpose range for
placing gear, ammunition and firearms on while shooting matches. Rifle and shotgun racks are also being built.
Until the rules specific to the pit use are published, please observe the following three:
Keep all shots into the berm(s).
Do not use aerial clays or throw clay pigeons into the air and shoot at them.
3. Do not place targets directly on the ground and shoot at them. This includes small spinning targets and the
self healing balls and “walkers” made of steel.
1.
2.

Shooting at the ground causes unnecessary and potentially dangerous ricochets that might skip over the
berms. Due to the orientation of the pits, these rules must be observed by all members.

Paying 2020 Dues Early
If you have the ability to do so, please remit your 2020 dues before the end of the year. Normally we do not
ask this of our members, but we are very close to completing the installation of the pump in the well and bringing
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power to the recently installed overhead covers on the pistol bays. A small boost in revenues at the end of
October will allow is to complete the work without borrowing additional money.

The NRA Membership Requirement is Hampering Our Club’s Growth
For several years now, Marion Road Gun Club has required prospective members to join the NRA before
their membership applications are accepted. This requirement is the result of a change to the club’s constitution
approved by majority vote in a business meeting in 2011. Before the meeting and vote, the membership was told
that the club could receive grants of up to $5,000 for range improvements.
No one really understood the requirements for obtaining these grants before the motion was made to require
NRA membership as a condition of membership in MRGC. A fact sheet outlining these requirements, and how
MRGC could not possibly meet them was published and distributed during the meeting where the proposal to
change the constitution was discussed prior to the vote. Not many bothered to read the content of the fact sheet
and when the vote was taken, emotions seemed to rule the day by a slight margin.
Interestingly, after the vote, there were no volunteers for the position of “NRA Membership Coordinator” nor
were there any volunteers for the task of writing the grant applications or even guiding the club towards a
possible position of eligibility for obtaining the promised grants. The NRA membership requirement simply added
another task to the secretary/treasurer’s list of things to do when a prospective member applied to MRGC. The
club does receive a nominal amount of revenue for NRA members signed up, but the amount is less than $250
for the entire year.
Over the past 8 years, I’ve had many potential members tell me they wouldn’t join our club due to the NRA
membership requirement. If you read newspapers, listen to the radio or watch broadcast news, you cannot have
missed the recent scandals coming from the NRA headquarters or fights at the most recent convention. The
organization’s declining revenues, outright pilferage of the foundation’s monies to cover operating expense
shortfalls, truly wasteful spending, outrageous salaries for the leadership, lavish expense coverages for Mr. La
Pierre, disintegrating relationships with both its legal firm and the advertising agency (Ackerman-McQueen) and
the scandalous handling of Mr. North’s and Mr. Cox’s exits from their jobs are all being reported in the
mainstream media, not just in the “gun industry blogs.” This increased awareness of the NRA’s troubling
operations has caused many thousands of members to defect or lend support to other Second Amendment
defense organizations. Furthermore, it is costing our club money due to refusals by prospective members to
join. This NRA membership requirement is stunting our club’s growth and it’s time to remove it from our
constitution.
I am a life member of the NRA. I hold more than one NRA certification as both coach and safety officer. I’ve
actively recruited for the NRA when they’ve asked me and I’ve organized and managed membership drive
activities that members of our club have staffed. I am not “anti-NRA”, far from it. I would like see the
organization redirect its resources towards more meaningful projects and activities in support and defense of the
Second Amendment, eliminate the ridiculous number (76 but four recently resigned) of members of the Board of
Directors, end the turmoil at the topmost levels (fire Mr. LaPierre) and refund the monies stolen from the NRA
Foundations. I doubt any of these things will happen as the NRA membership clearly have no voice in how the
organization is run. It is out of control and it’s time to end our requirement that members join.
I am asking the Vice President, Ernie Campbell to make a motion to change the club’s constitution at our next
monthly business meeting.
Language currently reading:
“The Marion Road Gun Club, Inc., will continue its affiliation with the National Rifle Association and require its
members to join and/or maintain their membership in that national organization.”
should be changed to read:
“The Marion Road Gun Club, Inc., will continue its affiliation with the National Rifle Association and encourage
its members to join and/or maintain their membership in that national organization or another organization
dedicated to defending the Second Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.”
If the club will approve the motion, I intend to hold discussion and a vote at the November Business Meeting
on this change to the club's constitution. I can demonstrate that continuing the requirement is hurting the club
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financially. If you have a well-reasoned argument for continuing the requirement or have real reason to believe
that keeping it will somehow benefit the club as an organization, come and speak.

Change to the Bylaws – Motion to remove the
secretary/treasurer’s salary amount from item 13.
We have some legacy items in the bylaws that shouldn’t be there. Salary of the secretary/treasurer has (and
it’s not current in the language) is set today at $600 monthly gross. This should be reviewed periodically and a
raise approved by a vote of the membership present at any business meeting. This should not require
publication in the newsletter or a change to the bylaws. I will make a motion or have the motion made that we
change the language in the bylaws from:
“13. The Secretary Treasurer shall be paid a monthly salary as determined by a vote of the members of the
MRGC. This is currently set at $500.”
To:
“13. The Secretary Treasurer shall be paid a monthly salary. The amount of the salary or any increase/decrease
as deemed necessary will be determined by a majority vote of the members present at any business meeting
where the motion is made.”
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